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00:02 - Emma 
Hi Cristina. 

00:27 - Sarah Stewart 
Aus fabulous, but glad to be home with family, minhaaj 

00:34 - Emma 
Is anyone talking? It's suddenly gone quiet! 

00:41 - minhaaj 
Its nice. I remember you missed them pretty much. 

02:01 - bronwyn 
hello all 

02:19 - Moira Hunter 
Hi all :-) 

02:19 - minhaaj 
Hey Bronwyn. Just in case you missed my first one :) 

02:30 - minhaaj 
Hey Moira.... Nice to see you again here. 

02:35 - bronwyn 
hi Minhaaj - yes I did miss it 

02:41 - Jeffrey Keefer 
Ahh, there is that definition we played a bit with. 

02:46 - minhaaj 
no problem. how have you been? 

02:53 - minhaaj 
Hey Hey Jeffrey :) 

03:03 - Jeffrey Keefer 
I like these charts, Janet. Rather easy to read and understand. 

03:33 - Emma 
Hi Janet! 

03:58 - Sylvia Currie 
Janet has a knack for organizing things in a way that's easy to understand. 

04:19 - bronwyn 
doesn't seem to be a time lag and quality pretty good 

04:25 - Bron 
yes the book's charts are very useful 

04:31 - Emma 
(Though us not having webcams means that it doens't matter I've got my jammies on!) 

04:47 - Jeffrey Keefer 
Nice to see us here; quite an interesting and engaging session. Nice to see Janet's video as well. 

04:49 - Cristina Costa 
me too Emma :) 

04:55 - Sarah Stewart 
I got my jkammies on too!!  :) 

05:01 - Sarah Stewart 
jammies 

05:06 - Moira Hunter 
already Cris ? ;-) 

05:16 - Sylvia Currie 
Next book: How to conduct interviews in your jammies 

05:23 - Sarah Stewart 
lol 

05:35 - Cristina Costa 
oh yeah - I like to wear comfy clothes once I get home -specially in the winter ;) 

05:52 - Sarah Stewart 
I gave a presentation on Skype in my PJS to a class of students in USA - & they could see me  LOL 

06:04 - Cristina Costa 
LOL - 

06:32 - Cristina Costa 
we just need fancy jammies then ;) 

06:48 - minhaaj 
You must see teachers here then. In Slippers and when sitting with shoes :) 

06:52 - Sarah Stewart 
:)  :) 

07:37 - Emma 
LOL! 

07:41 - minhaaj 
without i mean. 

08:42 - bronwyn 
Janet in what sort of situations would  you interview if using yes no or tightly structured questions - could the same thing be better in a survey? 

10:18 - Jeffrey Keefer 
Phenomenography would require more formal and consistent questions. 

14:17 - Sylvia Currie 
I wish more people would use the follow-up phase 

14:35 - Cristina Costa 
I am including that in my research proposal 

14:49 - Cristina Costa 
fingers crossed it gets through ethical committee ;) 

15:00 - Bron 
follow up often produces great insights 

15:14 - Sylvia Currie 
@ Cristina It will! 

15:15 - Cristina Costa 
that's my thinking too 

15:37 - Bron 
take a check on your interpretation 

16:11 - Cristina Costa 
and it also works as a mirror about the research participants' experiences 

16:28 - Bron 
great point Cristina 

16:37 - Cristina Costa 
and looks - there's one on that slide ;) 

16:51 - Sylvia Currie 
Having weird keyboard problems. If I become quiet you'll know why 

17:37 - Sarah Stewart 
Gota go, I'm afraid. Take care everyone 

17:48 - Bron 
ciao Sarah 

17:56 - Sylvia Currie 
Thanks for coming, Sarah. See you again soon! 

18:35 - Cristina Costa 
bye sarah 

19:13 - Jeffrey Keefer 
Take care, Sarah. 

21:38 - Emma 
Though I guess it's also determined by recent issues ... e.g. I was at a fundraising recently for the local theatre - though someone pointed out that Haiti probably needed it way more than the local theatre! 

24:36 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
I think that it is about what is "foremost" in immediate and what is long term commitments -- like financial investments -- not all efforts into one area. I think the educational issue of "deeping" not only the questioning -- but the expansion of grounded and specific strategies -- and one could use slides to illustrate as Janet is stating -- maybe more -- visual communication but also visual elicitation.. 

25:12 - Pamela 
so I need to collect all the pictures and YouTube video to Elicite response from my Young mums about how they feel watching them for their antenatal education 

25:49 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
For the Young mums-- sounds good. 

26:30 - Pamela 
Yes, Jo Ann as they sometimes don't want to answer complicated questions 

27:20 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
and yet the pictures and videos help them identify and connect as well as inform them. 

27:35 - Emma 
I like this idea ... like using images on a desk & getting people to move them round etc. 

27:44 - minhaaj 
Have to leave unfortunately. Quite late here but its a wonderful presentation. Thanks for tweeting about it. 

27:48 - minhaaj 
Have fun. 

28:15 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Bye Minhaaj 

28:54 - Jeffrey Keefer 
This is fascinating, and I wish I could stay. Alas, I have to attend a mandatory "how to teach online" class for my adjunct work. So nice to see so many of you here. Will look forward to chatting online with you all later this week. 

29:11 - Moira Hunter 
Bye Jeff 

29:15 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Cheers, Jo Ann 

29:32 - Cristina Costa 
C u around jeffrey 

31:25 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
great question 

32:30 - Don Presant 
Coming into this late...are there elements of art therapy faciitation that are relevant here? 

32:31 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Do you like interviewing in groups or more one to one? 

33:54 - bronwyn 
it would be great for market research too 

35:19 - bronwyn 
I find present market research surveys are very limiting because my recall of products is poor. If they approached it to discuss actual quality of the advertsiements would be more useful 

35:51 - Meeting Moderator 
Pamela, you're next after Bron. 

37:08 - Bron 
sorry everyone should have put my hand up to ask not just jump in 

37:37 - Meeting Moderator 
No problem, Bron! 

37:38 - bronwyn 
me too - when there is a pause... 

40:35 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Thanks Jo Ann 

40:45 - Janet Salmons 
sure 

42:24 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
I'm interested in how the small group format with the auditory/charts/polls and the visuals might bring up different ideas spontaneously -- more enriching. 

42:30 - Emma 
Is it just me, or has Janet suddleny gone quiet>? 

42:46 - Meeting Moderator 
I can hear Janet fine 

42:50 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
I hear her 

42:52 - bronwyn 
I could have used a diagram in my doctorate interviews to help participants remember the framework I was asking them about 

42:55 - Cristina Costa 
me too 

44:01 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
I really liked the sending the group -- a map of the information gathered -- but not so much for interview research -- but for functional reasons and to help organize 

44:58 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
I'm interested in the influence of the follow-up -- and yes -- the individual needs to be accurately represented -- good 

45:11 - Emma 
The audio seems to keep breaking up for me. 

45:23 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Yes thanks 

46:12 - Bron 
Got to run 

46:17 - Bron 
this has been great 

46:19 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
sounds like permission would be important -- in research especially 

46:24 - Meeting Moderator 
See you back in SCoPE, Bron! 

46:26 - Bron 
thx Janet and Scope 

46:36 - dougsymington 
must run as well, thanks for a great session--take care all 

46:54 - Meeting Moderator 
Thanks Doug. See you again soon! 

47:13 - Pamela 
Thank  you for the presentation I have gained so much and a great deal of good ideas to use with my Young Mums antenatal classes using Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and blogging. I must go and get my self dressed! Thanks 

47:41 - Meeting Moderator 
Thanks for coming, Pamela. 

47:54 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Bye now Pamela 

48:08 - Meeting Moderator 
http://scope.bccampus.ca/mod/forum/view.php?id=5081 

48:37 - Emma 
Sorry, my connetion seems far too flakey all of a sudden! 

49:07 - bronwyn 
thx very much Janet it is very interesting and helpful 

49:16 - bronwyn 
bye all 

49:17 - Cristina Costa 
thank u so much 

49:21 - Cristina Costa 
bye 

49:27 - Moira Hunter 
Thanks Janet 

50:02 - Frank Fucile@VIU 
yes...thanks so much Sylvia/Janet -  it was very informative... 

50:06 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Thanks Janet -- great visuals -- you practice what you preach -- so to speak. 

50:06 - Moira Hunter 
Have to go - bye for now 

50:10 - Silvia Andreoli 
thanks janet, great presentation 

50:11 - Kristina 
thank you for this informative session. 

50:37 - Jo Ann Hammond Meiers 
Bye now -- see you on Scope 


